Introduction
A central question in supply chain management is how to coordinate activities and inventories over a large number of stages and locations, while providing a high level of service to end-item customers. Simpson (1958) found that if the individual stages in a serial-system supply chain operate according to base-stock policies with service guarantees, then the optimal safety stock strategy is to concentrate inventory at a few key locations, effectively decoupling the supply chain into independent segments. Once the optimal safety stock strategy has been determined, each segment of the supply chain, consisting of a set of adjacent stages, can operate with a simple base-stock policy, with a minimum need for communication and coordination between the different segments of the supply chain. Graves and Willems (2003) term this framework for supply chain management as the guaranteed service (GS) model.
In reality, there are often limits to the quantity of goods that can be transported, processed or stored in a given time frame. If a stage is unable to process a large order in a short period of time, then this may cause delays and stock-outs that are not anticipated by the existing GS models. The intent of this paper is to extend the GS model for safety stock placement to supply chains with capacity constraints. In particular we strive to develop models and algorithms that have the potential to determine where to place strategic safety stocks in real-world supply chains.
We contend that the paper makes the following contributions.
First we characterize the optimal policy for a single-stage capacitated system that is required to provide guaranteed service, assuming bounded demand. As we expect this policy is difficult to implement, we then develop a constant base-stock policy with censored ordering as a heuristic. We refer to this heuristic as the modified constant base-stock policy (MCBS). The MCBS policy is a generalization of Kimball's classic base-stock model (1955, reprinted in 1988) to account for a capacity constraint. For the most common specification of the demand bound, we provide simple analytical expressions for the base stock and safety stock; these expressions show clearly the impact from the capacity constraint. We briefly discuss how this result has been used to guide inventory policy for a solar panel manufacturer.
We then consider a serial-system supply chain, where each stage can have a capacity constraint and operates with a MCBS policy. With the assumption of a concave demand bound and guaranteed service, the optimal placement of safety stocks for a serial-system supply chain satisfies the all-or-nothing property: that is, each stage either holds a decoupling safety stock or no safety stock. We then describe how we can modify the efficient safety-stock optimization methods developed for unconstrained supply chains to determine the safety stock placement for capacitated supply chains for various supply chain topologies.
From a numerical experiment we develop some findings for a serial supply chain on the performance and the structure of the safety stock configuration, as it depends on the location and tightness of the capacity constraint. We also find that the best MCBS policy in a capacitated system can sometimes require less inventory than an identical but uncapacitated system operating with a constant base-stock policy. Finally, for the MCBS policy the orders still depend only on local information. This paper consists of five sections. In the remainder of this section, we provide a review of related literature. In §2, we treat the single-stage system, characterize the optimal policy and introduce and analyze the MCBS policy. In §3, we consider the optimization of a capacitated serial supply chain, assuming a MCBS policy. In §4, we perform a numerical experiment to examine the structure and performance of these policies. We conclude the paper with a discussion on our findings and suggestions for possible future work in §5.
Literature Review
For a review of work on GS models we cite the overview articles of Inderfurth (1991) , Diks et al. (1996) and Graves and Willems (2003) , as well as the thesis Eruguz (2014) and the recent survey article by Eruguz et al. (2015) . Graves and Willems (2000) extend Simpson's work to supply chains with spanning tree topology, and formulate an efficient dynamic programming algorithm. Optimizing general networks is an NP-hard problem (Lesnaia et al. 2005) ; nevertheless, Willems (2006, 2011) and Magnanti et al. (2006) have developed algorithms for optimizing the safety stocks in large-scale real-world supply chains. Sitompul et al. (2008) is the only paper we found that includes a capacity constraint; the paper empirically estimates an approximate correction factor to account for the impact on the required safety stock due to the capacity constraint. We note that the GS framework has been deployed successfully in multiple industries (e.g., Graves and Willems, 2000 , Billington et al. 2004 , Willems 2008 , Farasyn et al. 2011 , Hsieh 2011 , Masse, 2011 , Polak 2014 . Some recent extensions include the treatment of non-stationary demand (Graves and Willems 2008) , evolving forecasts (Schoenmeyr and Graves 2009 ) and dual sourcing (Klosterhalfen, Minner and Willems 2014) .
There is a larger literature examining capacity constraints for stochastic service (SS) models, in which the delivery or service time between stages can vary depending upon the material availability at the supply stage. The main focus for much of this literature has been to characterize the structure of the optimal ordering policy. Gallego and Scheller-Wolf (2000) find that the optimal policy for a single-stage system with fixed ordering costs and capacity constraints has "an (s,S)-like structure." Gallego and Toktay (2004) also consider a single-stage system under the assumption that all non-zero orders are full capacity orders, and show that the optimal policy is a threshold policy.
For multi-stage systems, Speck and van der Wal (1991) show by example that the echelon-based ordering policy of Clark and Scarf (1960) is generally not optimal in a two-stage serial system with capacity constraints. Parker and Kapuscinski (2004) also analyze a two-stage serial system, and show that a modified echelon base-stock (MEBS) policy is optimal, when the tightest capacity constraint is at the downstream stage and there is a single period lead-time at the upstream stage. For these assumptions the MEBS policy is the same as the censored ordering
policy that we propose and analyze. However, for serial systems with more than two stages and non-unit lead-times, these policies will differ. In particular, the MEBS policy is a modification to an echelon base-stock policy; as such, an upstream stage needs to see the end-item demand and will replenish accordingly, subject to a possible capacity constraint at the stage. Our censored ordering policy is a modification to a local base-stock policy, whereby an upstream stage only sees the orders from its adjacent downstream stage. Furthermore, at each capacitated stage, the stage orders the lesser of its capacity and the shortfall between its inventory position and its local base-stock level. As such, the order signal gets censored at each stage as it is passed upstream. Janakiraman and Muckstadt (2009) examine the same setup as Parker and Kapuscinski, but allow for the lead time at the upstream supplier to be two periods; they characterize the form of the optimal policy, as a two-tier base-stock policy. The paper discusses how the structure of the optimal policy depends on the lead times and on the number of stages, finding that the number of parameters will grow exponentially. Glasserman and Tayur (1994) consider the stability properties of multi-echelon systems with capacity constraints. They find that inventories and back-logs converge to unique stationary distributions if the mean demand is less than the capacity constraint. In subsequent work, Tayur (1995, 1996) assume that an echelon base-stock policy is used in a multiechelon system, and find optimal order points using simulation and perturbation analysis (1995), and analytical approximations (1996). Huh et al. (2010) consider a serial system with unit lead times and the assumption of an echelon base-stock ordering policy. They develop a recursive expression for determining the shortfall at each stage, which can then be used to re-prove the stability properties given in Glasserman and Tayur (1994) . Huh et al. (2014) develop three heuristics for a capacitated serial system, and provide a cost bound; these heuristics have both theoretical and intuitive properties. Gupta and Selvaraju (2006) develop an approximation for analyzing a serial system as a queuing network, where the stages have exponentially-distributed process times and operate according to echelon base-stock policies. In this way, they can characterize and optimize a twostage system with capacity constraints. This approach is computationally costly for larger systems, for which the paper proposes some approximations. Thiele (2004, 2006) propose a robust optimization model and show that capacity constraints can be incorporated into a tractable, robust optimization problem. This approach can handle general networks, with echelon policies. A similarity between the robust optimization approach and ours is that there is no need to specify a probability distribution for demand. However, our work differs from all of the aforementioned work in that we consider local base-stock ordering policies, and, as mentioned, guaranteed service constraints rather than backorder costs and stochastic service. Moreover, we will show that existing optimization algorithms (Graves and Willems, 2000) can be generalized to handle capacity constraints. In practice, these methods are fast enough to handle systems with thousands of stages.
Single-stage model
A stage represents a processing activity that requires one or more inputs and that converts these inputs into a single output product or final good. The stage might represent the procurement of a raw material, or the production of a component, or the manufacture of a subassembly, or the assembly and test of a finished good, or the transportation of a finished product from a distribution center to a warehouse. We can store the output of the stage as inventory that can then be used to meet customer demand or as input into downstream stages. The stage has a capacity limit c: each period the stage can release into its process any amount up to the capacity limit of c, assuming that sufficient inputs are on hand. We assume a deterministic process lead-time T , a non-negative integer, equal to the time between when the process starts and when the process completes and the inventory is available to serve demand.
The process lead-time represents any fixed processing time at the stage and does not include any time waiting for input or for capacity. For instance, for a transportation stage, the lead-time is the time to transport inventory (say) from a manufacturing plant to a distant warehouse; for a manufacturing stage, the lead-time might be a batch processing time. The lead-time can be zero, if there is no fixed processing time.
We let ( ) d t denote the demand in period t. We assume that ( ) d t is non-negative, with average value μ where μ < c. We assume that the stage provides a guaranteed service time S: the stage will satisfy the demand ( ) d t by time t + S, where S is a non-negative integer.
Furthermore, as in Kimball (1988) and Simpson (1958) , for the purposes of setting safety stock levels, we assume that demand is bounded. Specifically we assume that there exists a function ( ) D s that bounds demand over any s consecutive periods. That is,
where we define the notation ( )
for , 0 for .
Guaranteed service and bounded demand constitute the most significant assumptions in the GS framework. Simply put, we assume that as long as demand stays within certain bounds, there should always be enough safety stock to meet that demand within the service time. This general approach applies well to the typical context in which the implicit and explicit costs of stocking out are perceived to be much greater than the costs of holding inventory. We refer to Graves and Willems (2000) for more discussion and motivation of these assumptions.
We define a class of demand bounds and capacity constraints that will be of prime interest to us, as follows. Demand bounds and capacity constraints that arise in practice are likely to be valid. The maximum possible demand over some time period will increase with the length of the period.
We expect that it increases with a diminishing rate, due to increased risk pooling of the demand variability over longer periods of time. We also assume demand can exceed the production capacity over some time interval (otherwise the capacity constraint is not relevant), but given sufficiently long time there must be enough capacity to meet any valid demand realization (otherwise guaranteed service is infeasible).
To simplify the presentation we assume the stage has a single supplier that provides a single input. This supplier quotes a guaranteed service time, denoted by a non-negative integer SI for the inbound service time. Thus, for an order placed at time t, the supplier delivers its input to the stage at time t + SI.
We assume that the stage operates with a periodic-review policy with a review period being one time period (e.g., one day). The timing of events is as assumed by Kimball (1988) and Simpson (1958) . In each period t, the stage first observes its demand ( ) d t and then places an order on its upstream supplier. The stage then receives the earlier order placed at time t -SI from its upstream supplier, decides the quantity to release into its process, and completes the process on the release quantity from time t -T and places this quantity into its inventory. Finally the stage serves the demand from period t -S, namely ( ) d t S − . We illustrate the system in Figure 1 . In this section we characterize the optimal inventory policy for the single-stage GS model. 
Although the maximization is over an infinite set, this is not a problem; if the demand bound and capacity are valid, then there is a finite k beyond which we can bound the expression within the maximization.
We claim that this is the optimal order quantity. The argument has two steps. We first need to show feasibility with regard to the capacity constraint. We show this by induction in the Online Supplement, with a required boundary condition on the starting inventory:
. We then argue that this is the minimal order quantity that assures guaranteed service. If one orders less than in (3), then there is a realization for ( )
some k that is within the demand bounds and for which there is not guaranteed service. Thus, any smaller value is not feasible given the assumption of guaranteed service.
As a special case we consider the uncapacitated problem; we immediately find the optimal order quantity to be:
Modified Constant Base-stock Policy
The optimal policy depends upon the entire demand history, and as such could be a challenge to implement. Furthermore, the single-stage model, operating with the optimal ordering policy, is a relatively cumbersome "building block" for modeling a supply chain consisting of multiple stages. For these reasons, we will consider a non-optimal policy, namely a modified constant base-stock policy. Such policies are easy to implement and indeed are pervasive in practice. And as will be seen, by assuming that each stage operates with a modified constant base-stock policy, we can readily model supply chains consisting of multiple stages.
The modified constant base-stock policy is parameterized by a single parameter B for the base stock. The operating policy is to order in each period an amount that raises the inventory position (defined as the on-hand inventory plus inventory in process and inventory on order) to as close to the base stock as possible. When there is no capacity constraint, the policy will place a replenishment order, equal to d(t), on its upstream supplier in each period t. We term this policy with censored ordering as the modified constant base-stock (MCBS) policy. To specify the MCBS policy, we define the order backlog ( ) BL t , which is the difference between the base stock B and the inventory position at the end of period t. In effect, the backlog is the amount of demand for which a replenishment order has yet to be placed as of the end of period t. Then in each period the amount that is ordered is the minimum of the capacity and the remaining backlog plus the current demand:
We can use this order equation to express the backlog ( ) BL t recursively:
BL t BL t d t O t BL t d t c BL t d t c d t c d t n t cn
where Z denotes the set of non-negative integers.
To develop an expression for I(t), we first write the inventory balance equation for the stage. We observe that at time t the stage needs to satisfy the demand that occurred in period t-S, according to the definition of the service time S. Also, at time t the stage receives into inventory its order placed at time t -SI -T: the upstream supplier fulfills this order at time t -T, given its service time of SI; the stage enters this order into its process at time t -T and the order is completed at time t, according to the definition of the process lead time T. Hence, the balance equation for the finished goods inventory is:
where (4) specifies the MCBS policy that assures feasibility with respect to the capacity constraint. We can substitute ( ) ( ) ( )
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If the system starts at time t = 0 with ( ) ( ) ( ) 
I t B d t SI T t S BL t SI T
We substitute (5) into (7) to obtain:
n Z
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For the guaranteed service model, we set B to the minimal constant that assures that the inventory ( ) I t is non-negative.
We now invoke the assumption of bounded demand to develop an explicit expression for the base stock. We can combine (1) and (8) to find that the minimal base stock for ( ) 0 I t ≥ is:
In (9) τ denotes the net replenishment time for the stage without the capacity limit. We write the base stock in (9) as a function of τ to make explicit its dependence on this parameter. When we optimize the safety stocks across a supply chain, the decision variables will be the service times (S, SI) for each stage, which combine with the given lead-time T to determine the unconstrained net replenishment timeτ.
When the demand bound and capacity constraint are valid, we can solve (9) by enumeration over a finite range, as the demand bound will eventually fall below the capacity,
In order to get an explicit solution to the maximization in (9), we assume the demand bound is differentiable and ignore the integrality restriction on the argument n. 
We see from (10) that if the net replenishment time is sufficiently negative (i.e.,
< ), the base stock is zero; in this case, the service time S is sufficiently long that the stage can produce to order, even with the capacity constraint. For higher values of τ , the base stock grows linearly at rate c until τ θ = . Beyondτ θ = , the capacity constraint does not matter: the base stock equals the demand bound function, as is true for the unconstrained basestock policy.
We note that unlike the unconstrained base-stock model, we permit the net replenishment time to be negative when we have a capacity limit. Thus, the stage might quote a service time S that is longer than its nominal replenishment time SI T + ; but due to the capacity constraint, the In the Online Supplement we show that the base stock is a concave function of τ, namely:
D τ is valid and differentiable, and c valid with respect to
In practice we often set the demand bound as
where σ corresponds to a measure of demand variability per period, such as the standard deviation, and z is a safety factor. For instance, if one were to assume i.i.d. normally distributed demand, then one could interpret this demand bound as being the
Φ being the standard normal cdf.
We note that this bound (11) is valid and differentiable, and that any c µ > will constitute a valid capacity constraint. For illustrative purposes, suppose z = 2; then we have
for this demand function and from (10) the base stock is: 
Thus the base stock with a capacity constraint takes a rather simple and intuitive form. Again the capacity constraint is immaterial when To get some additional insight, we use (7) and (12) to find the average inventory plus backlog, ( ) ( )
as we expect the backlog to be modest, we use this to approximate the average safety stock:
In Figure 2 (b) we plot (13) for a capacitated example, as it depends on the net replenishment time and compare this to the unconstrained case. We again note that there is a threshold value for the net replenishment time, beyond which the capacity constraint does not matter. When the capacity constraint is relevant, the inventory is a fixed amount 2 c σ µ − plus a variable amount that increases linearly in the net replenishment time. In contrast, for the unconstrained system, the safety stock is proportional to the square root of the net replenishment time. Finally, as the slack capacity goes to zero, the fixed amount of safety stock increases hyperbolically; this is analogous to what happens to the waiting time in a queue as utilization goes to one. Similar to the traditional square-root formula for safety stocks in an unconstrained setting, we regard (13) to be a valuable back-of-the-envelope approximation in that it succinctly displays how the safety stock depends on the slack capacity, the demand variability and the net replenishment time.
To illustrate the potential value from this model, we briefly describe a real-world situation for which these results have been applicable. First Solar manufactures thin-film solar panels using a highly automated process. The production lead-time is virtually zero compared to the times needed to replenish materials (e.g., hours compared to weeks). Raw materials are relatively cheap and are held in inventory. The traditional unconstrained base-stock policy suggests that little or no finished goods inventory is needed, as the replenishment time is so short.
However, the automated process has significant capacity constraints. If there is an upswing in demand, then there would not be enough capacity to meet that demand. As a consequence, First Solar finds it necessary to keep significant safety stocks of finished goods inventory. The formula (13) has been used to guide these levels as it provides a simple way to see how the safety stock depends on the key drivers, namely, the demand variability, the replenishment lead-time, and the amount of slack capacity or headroom.
Comparison between Optimal Policy and MCBS Policy
We have noted earlier a rationale for considering the MCBS policy: it is relatively easy to implement and it lends itself to modeling more complex, multi-stage systems. Yet these advantages come at a cost, as the policy is not optimal. In this section we report on a representative numerical experiment comparing the MCBS policy with the optimal policy.
We specify the demand bound as follows:
That is, the demand bound follows the common form (11) up to a break point b; beyond the break point the bound grows linearly. This form was chosen as it facilitated both the generation of random demand that complied with the demand bound, as well as the simulation of the optimal and MCBS policies. For each test case, we simulated each policy on a randomly-generated demand series over 50,000 periods, divided into ten batches. In the Online Supplement we detail how the demand series were generated. In Table 1 We make two observations from these results. First, we see that the performance of the MCBS policy depends on the tightness of the capacity constraint. When the constraint is tight, the MCBS policy appears to be very good. For instance, when 1.1 c µ ≤ , the average inventory for the MCBS policy is within 0.5% of that for the optimal policy. However, the performance of the heuristic degrades as we loosen the capacity constraint. Indeed for the uncapacitated case, the MCBS policy requires about one third more inventory than for the optimal policy.
As explanation, the optimal policy exploits the demand history to develop a tighter bound on future demand. When demand is very high in one or more periods, then the demand will need to be relatively low in the following period(s) in order to stay within the demand bound. The optimal policy recognizes this and will flex its orders accordingly; in effect, the optimal policy operates with a state-dependent base-stock level, whereby it continually adjusts the base stock to reflect the demand history. In contrast, the MCBS policy ignores the demand history and continues to order up to its constant base stock in each period. A capacity constraint, however, seems to limit the ability of the optimal policy to exploit the demand history. The capacity constraint acts as damper on the optimal policy, limiting its ability to flex its orders in response to the demand history. When demand is high, the optimal policy (and MCBS policy) can only replenish up to the capacity limit; the replenishment of demand beyond the capacity must be postponed until a future period. The resulting orders for both policies will be less variable as the capacity limit becomes tighter; as a consequence, a tighter capacity constraint reduces the advantage that the optimal policy has in terms of using the demand history.
The second observation is that the performance of the MCBS policy is not monotonic in the capacity. Of interest, we see that the average inventory with a capacity constraint can be less than that for the unconstrained system. For instance, when c = 49, the average inventory is 19.0, which is 5% less than the average inventory for the unconstrained system. This is surprising. The explanation is similar to that for the first observation. The MCBS policy ignores the demand history. Thus, when demand is high, the MCBS policy will try to order up to the constant base stock; this is unnecessary as future demand must be relatively low, in order to stay within the demand bound. Imposing a capacity constraint can help to alleviate this response, by limiting the policy's ability to order too much, i.e., to order up to the base stock, when demand is high.
One implication from this observation is that for the GS model with bounded demand, imposing a capacity constraint can improve the performance of a MCBS policy. Adding capacity provides a way to adapt the policy in light of the demand history: the capacity limit prevents the policy from over-ordering when demand is high, and as a consequence, allows the policy to adapt to the fact that future demand will be relatively less. In the Online Supplement we provide a small example illustrating this improvement.
Multi-stage model
In this section we describe how to extend the single-stage model to a multi-stage system. To simplify the presentation, we consider a serial system, where we number the stages or nodes from downstream to upstream: node 1 is the customer-facing node, and N is the most upstream node.
We will briefly discuss the extension to other network structures at the end of this section. Graves and Willems (2000) find the optimal constant base-stock policy for a serial system with bounded demand, with guaranteed service for the external customer and with no capacity constraints. However, as noted above, the constant base-stock policy is not optimal under the assumptions of bounded demand and guaranteed service, even for a single stage. We have not been able to establish the form of the optimal policy for a serial system under assumptions of bounded demand and guaranteed service. The main difficulty arises in characterizing how the demand process gets transformed as it is passed upstream from one stage to another. For instance, we have not been able to see how to propagate the optimal single-stage order process given by (3), which may or may not be the optimal order process for a multi-stage system.
Hence, in this section we will assume that each stage operates with guaranteed service and with a MCBS policy. This will permit tractability and is the natural extension of the prior literature on the GS model. We associate with each stage k a service time Sk, a lead-time Tk and an inbound service time SIk. The customer for node k is node k-1; hence the stage-k service time Sk equals the inbound service time for stage k-1, SIk-1, for k= 2,…N. We assume that each stage operates with a local base-stock policy with censored ordering as described for the single-stage system, i.e., the MCBS policy. When we censor orders, each node can generate a different series of orders due to its capacity constraint. We denote the order received by node k at time t by ( ) 
The order backlog is given by:
.
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We can show that the inventory for node k, ( ) 
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To facilitate the explanation for how we determine the base stock from the capacity constraint and the demand bound, we introduce operator notation (e.g., Griffel, 1985) . We use the symbol k ψ to denote the continuous and node-specific version of (9) as follows:
As before, we set the base stock level to this quantity to ensure guaranteed service:
If node k does not have a capacity constraint, we can set k c = ∞ in (17) and find that
There are a couple of immediate implications from the MCBS policy. First, in comparison to the base-stock policy without censoring, the average inventory will be less (for a fixed base-stock level), because orders never exceed capacity and there is no internal queue. We obtain the total average inventory by taking the average of (16):
Thus for a MCBS policy, we need to calculate the average backlog k BL , in order to determine average inventory levels and costs. The term k BL depends on specific properties of the demand distribution, and is generally difficult to estimate; we discuss this topic in greater detail in the Online Supplement. However, from (14) and (15) we observe that the backlog at any stage does not depend on the service times, which are the decision variables in our safety stock optimization.
Hence, we do not need to determine k BL to solve this optimization problem, i.e., to find the optimal safety stocks; rather, the sole purpose for determining k BL is for calculating the average inventory level given by (19).
A second implication of the MCBS policy is that the censored order is bounded by the capacity at stage k, i.e., ( )
; thus, a looser capacity constraint at stage k + 1 ( )
is irrelevant. Indeed, we can ignore any upstream capacity constraint that is greater than a downstream capacity limit.
A third, more significant implication is that each upstream stage will face a different demand bound, one that is censored by node k's capacity. We describe next how to determine the bound on the censored order. The proofs of all propositions are in the Online Supplement. 
where k
This bound is tight, in that for every
Thus we have an evaluative model for a serial system with capacity constraints and censored orders. We assume that the demand is propagated up the supply chain by (14), with (15) to account for the backlog of orders. We can then use Proposition 1 to compute the demand bound at each node. Given these demand bounds we can then use (18) to find the necessary base stock for each node. Given the base stock, we can calculate the average inventory from (19). We summarize these iterative steps in Table 2 , with a comparison to the unconstrained model.
Node k No capacity constraint Capacity constraint k c
Orders placed In the following proposition we establish that the demand bounds and capacity constraints are valid as defined earlier; these properties are necessary to derive the necessary base stock levels. We also show that the resulting base stock levels ( ) Thus we have shown that in a serial-system supply chain with capacity constraints and MCBS policy, we can compute the demand bounds and base-stock levels by recursively applying a sequence of functional operators, as summarized in Table 2 .
We can now embed this model in an optimization to find the best choices for the service times. This optimization model is the natural extension to the unconstrained model, as given in Simpson (1958) and Graves and Willems (2000) SI S are the decision variables. In the Online Supplement we provide the formulation for the capacitated system when each stage operates with a MCBS policy. We can use the dynamic programming algorithm in Graves and Willems (2000) to find the optimal service times for a serial-system supply chain with both capacity constraints and a MCBS policy, after only small modifications. As shown by Simpson for the unconstrained serial system, we again have that an all-or-nothing result holds here, i.e., for each stage either 0 or 0.
We can extend the results in this section to arborescent (assembly tree) supply chain topologies in which each node supplies a single downstream node. The iterative steps laid out in Table 2 apply directly, but with modest modifications: the order placed by node k (given by (14)) is now placed concurrently on each of the suppliers to node k and the inbound service time for node k, SIk, is the maximum of the service times for its supply nodes. If any of the supply nodes have a strictly smaller service time (i.e., j k S SI < for node j being a direct supplier to node k), then by convention node k delays orders from stage j by k j SI S − periods to avoid unnecessary inventory (Graves and Willems, 2000) . Again we can use the existing algorithm from Graves and
Willems to find the optimal service times and safety stocks.
The extension to supply chains with several end demand nodes (as in a distribution network or spanning tree, for example) is not as immediate. The primary challenge is to determine how to combine multiple demand bounds, each of which may be censored. For unconstrained supply chains, Graves and Willems (2000) propose how to combine bounds when the demand streams are assumed to be independent and each bound is set as in(11). They also propose bounds for larger or smaller measures of risk pooling. If one or more bounds were generated by a MCBS policy, then it is not clear how best to merge these bounds from multiple streams. Of course, one
can always obtain a valid and conservative bound by simply adding the bounds of downstream stages; we leave for future research the question of how to improve upon this demand bound for supply chains operating with a MCBS policy.
Numerical experiments
To examine the impact of capacity constraints, we perform a set of numerical experiments. We consider a serial system with N = 5 stages or nodes, and with a demand bound given by Table 3 .
Holding costs ( ) We assume each supply chain has a single capacity constraint. We allow the constraint to be at any of the five stages, and we set the capacity to be one of five values from the set (42, 45, 50, 60, 70) , representing headroom between 0.1σ and 1.5σ . Thus, we specify 225 test problems: three choices for holding costs, three choices for lead-times, five locations for the capacity constraint, and five values for the capacity.
For each test problem, we compare the best MCBS policy to an adapted unconstrained policy. To determine the adapted unconstrained policy, we solve the unconstrained problem to find its optimal location of the decoupling buffers (i.e., the stages at which safety stock is placed, namely 0 k S = ). We fix these safety-stock locations. We then determine the MCBS policy that provides guaranteed service with the capacity constraint. In this way we can evaluate the performance of the safety-stock configuration for the unconstrained solution in the presence of a capacity constraint.
When determining the average cost for a MCBS policy, one must calculate the term k BL in (15). This term will depend on specific properties of the demand, properties which have not been needed up to this point. For these numerical experiments we estimated this term assuming that demand is normally distributed and i.i.d. We report the details of this estimation and its accuracy in the Online Supplement. We reiterate that while the value of the term k BL does impact the total cost, it does not affect the determination of the best MCBS policy.
In Table 4 we report the results for the test problems with capacity c = 45, which are indicative of the behavior at the other capacity levels. For each of the 45 test problems we report the cost for the unconstrained problem, and then report the costs of the best MCBS policy and the adapted unconstrained policy, as a percentage of the cost for the unconstrained problem. We make two observations. First, the adapted unconstrained policy performs relatively well as a heuristic for many of the test problems. For 75% of the cases with capacity c = 45, the cost for the adapted policy is within 3% of that for the best MCBS policy. However, when the upstream lead-times are long and the constraint is downstream at stage 1 or 2, the adapted unconstrained policy can cost 8 to 20% more. Table 4 : Results for test problems with capacity constraint 45 c = . In each cell, the numbers are the normalized costs for the best MCBS policy (top), and the adapted unconstrained policy (bottom). The normalized costs are given as a percentage of the unconstrained problem, whose cost is in the third column.
Location of Capacity Constraint
The second observation is that the cost impact of the capacity constraint is not great, relative to the unconstrained system with a base-stock policy. For the test problems with capacity c = 45, the incremental cost relative to the cost for the unconstrained supply chain is at most 10%, and is less than 5% for 80% of the test problems. More surprising, though, is the fact that the costs for the constrained system are often less than the costs for identical but unconstrained system. That is, the introduction of a constraint results in lower costs. Indeed, for the 225 test problems, we find that the cost for the constrained system with a MCBS policy is on average 3.6% lower than the cost for the unconstrained system operating with a constant base-stock policy. We note that any feasible policy for a constrained system (i.e., it provides guaranteed service under the assumption of bounded demand) will also be feasible for the analogous unconstrained system, and will operate with the same inventory levels.
To get a better understanding of these observations, we will examine in detail a set of solutions. In Table 5 we provide the solutions for the test problems with a constant holding cost profile and upstream-heavy lead-times and with capacity c = 45. In particular we report the safety stock levels and the costs for the best base-stock policy for the unconstrained problem, and then the same for the best MCBS policy, for each constraint location. for the single-stage system discussed in section 2: the base-stock policy for the unconstrained system ignores the demand history and will over-order when it experiences high demand; adding a capacity constraint can help to mitigate this, as the MCBS policy will never order more than the capacity and hence will dampen out the high demand events. As a result of needing less safety stock at stage 5, we see that the constrained system with censored ordering has a lower cost than the unconstrained system with a base-stock policy (362 versus 368). We again see that the constrained system with censored ordering at stage 1 has a lower cost than the unconstrained system with a base stock policy. Indeed, the cost of the constrained system is now 73% of that for the unconstrained system (270 versus 368). There are two drivers for this. First, we observe that the capacity constraint at stage 1 dramatically dampens the demand bound seen by all upstream stages. With this demand bound, it is now economical to place a relatively small and inexpensive safety stock at each of the upstream stages. A decoupling safety stock at stage 2 then reduces the net replenishment time for stage 1, and thus the safety stock needed there. Second, for the given safety stock configuration, the constraint at stage 1 does not increase the costs at stage 1, for the reasons discussed in section 2: for 4 τ = , an unconstrained stage 1 would require a safety stock of 80; adding the constraint reduces the safety stock at stage 1 to 70 units.
The test problems for which the capacity is placed at an intermediate stage have similar behavior. The best MCBS policy requires an inventory at the capacitated stage, and then places safety stocks at each upstream stage for the reasons noted above. The cost of each solution is less than that for the unconstrained system with a base-stock policy. Finally we see that the cost goes down as the constraint is moved downstream in this system. This seems to be due to more stages being subject to the dampened demand bound and to the fact that the longer lead times are upstream.
The observations from this detailed example are common across this set of test problems;
we summarize below the key points:
• The best MCBS policy places a decoupling safety stock at the stage with the constraint.
This inventory protects the downstream stages, particularly stage 1, from the effect of the capacity constraint; if there were no decoupling inventory at the constraint, then the safety stock at stage 1 would need to increase substantially to protect against any replenishment delays at the constrained stage.
• The best MCBS policy then places a safety stock at each stage that is upstream from the constraint. This censored-ordering policy dampens the demand bound seen by the upstream stages, making it economical for these stages to hold a safety stock.
• Adding a constraint can actually result in a lower inventory cost than for the corresponding unconstrained solution with a base-stock policy. This is (1) due to the nonoptimality of the base-stock policy, in that it does not account for the autocorrelation in the demand, and (2) due to the censoring of the demand signal, which dampens the demand bound seen by the upstream stages.
• From a safety stock standpoint it is better to have the capacity constraint downstream.
Indeed, in all the test problems, for a given capacity value, the safety stock cost was always minimized when the constraint is at the customer facing-node (stage 1).
Furthermore, the capacity constraint needs to be only slightly higher than average demand; in fact, for all cases with the constraint at the customer-facing stage, the smallest capacity 0.1 42 µ σ + = resulted in the lowest cost. However, we also know from (13) that as the capacity approaches average demand, the necessary base-stock level goes to infinity.
Conclusions and discussion
We have analyzed the inclusion of capacity constraints in the context of the GS model for safety stocks in multi-echelon supply chains. We have shown how to extend the single-stage base-stock model to include a capacity constraint. We have used this result to model multi-stage supply chains with capacity constraints and with a modified constant base-stock (MCBS) policy. We have characterized the base-stock level necessary for guaranteed service. We find that the solution methods developed for unconstrained supply chains can be used, with a minor modification, to determine the safety-stock placement for capacitated systems.
From our numerical experiments we find that the best MCBS policy places a decoupling safety stock at the stage with the constraint, and then places a safety stock at each stage that is upstream from the constraint. This configuration is much different than that for the corresponding unconstrained system, in which the best base-stock policy places safety stocks much more sparsely across a system.
We also find from our numerical tests that adding a constraint can actually result in a lower inventory cost than for the corresponding unconstrained solution with a base-stock policy.
There are two explanations for this.
First, the base-stock policy is not optimal in that it does not account for the autocorrelation in the demand, due to the assumption of a demand bound; consequently the basestock policy will order too much when it experiences high demand. In the presence of a capacity constraint, the censored policy can mitigate this as it will not order more than the capacity. As a consequence, adding a constraint to a stage, under MCBS control, is often not too costly and at times, can reduce the inventory cost at the stage. This finding is an artifact of the assumption of bounded demand.
The second reason is that the MCBS policy affects the demand bound for the upstream stages, reducing its magnitude. In effect, the MCBS policy smooths the demand signal that gets passed upstream. As a consequence it can become more economical to hold inventory at upstream stages, which can allow the system to reduce its more-expensive downstream inventory.
In our experiments we find that having the capacity constraint at the customer-facing node always resulted in the least inventory costs for a constrained system. This suggests that it may be desirable for the first stage in a supply chain to act as a damper, whereby it absorbs the variability from a demand signal, rather than pass along this variability to the rest of the supply chain.
For future research, one topic might be to try to determine the relative magnitude of these effects. A capacity constraint results in censored ordering which can reduce over-ordering in the presence of an autocorrected demand, and can result in a smoother demand signal being passed upstream. Which is more valuable and for what circumstances?
We find that the demand smoothing from a capacity constraint in the GS model significantly affects the safety stock placement upstream of the constraint. Furthermore, the MCBS policy relies only on local information. Future research might examine how prevalent are the benefits from smoothing, and whether further benefits can accrue from using global information.
In this paper we were able to characterize the optimal policy for the GS model with bounded demand for a single stage. We found numerically that the MCBS policy is near optimal when capacity is tight, but that its performance deteriorates as the constraint is loosened. Possible future research could examine this relationship more deeply. Future research might also determine the optimal policy (or a bound) for a multi-stage system so as to understand better how effective is the MCBS policy as a heuristic.
Another topic is to see if one can improve the characterization of the backlog associated with the MCBS policy. As we have noted, the costs (but not the optimal solution) of systems with censored ordering depend on the term k BL , which in turn depends on the demand distribution, and which moreover appears difficult to estimate.
It would be valuable to extend the solution methods for unconstrained supply chains modeled as general networks Willems, 2006, 2011) to account for capacity constraints. Another possible extension is to allow for more complex capacity constraints, in which a single capacity is shared over a subset of stages rather than a single stage.
A final line of research might relax the assumption that the customer service time is exogenously set. One might include within the safety-stock optimization the decision on the customer service time, where there is a penalty cost associated with a longer customer service time. Alternatively a firm might segment its customers into different classes, each with a customer service time and a price; the research question might be how to set the segments in conjunction with the supply-chain safety stock optimization.
Online Supplement
Appendix 1: Proof for optimal policy for single-stage system
In this appendix we show that the order quantity given by (3) 
For ease of presentation we define:
Then we can express (22) as:
To develop our result, we first need to determine a boundary condition on the inventory.
In order to have guaranteed service, we need that ( ) 0, 
We now assume that we set the initial inventory as given in (25). As a side note, we observe that the initial inventory for the optimal policy is the same as the constant base stock, given by (9).
We can now use (22) and (25) to determine the orders placed in period 1:
Consider now the right-hand-side of the above equation for a given value of k: (26) is at most c for any value of k, and hence ( ) 
O t c ≤
We re-express (27) by using the balance equation for the inventory: 
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We note that ( ) ( )
We can now substitute for ( ) 
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To evaluate this expression we note that: 
Thus, by substituting (30) into (29), we now have an inequality on (28): Combining these two results we get equation (10), namely: 
Appendix 3: Algorithm for generating random bounded demand
The demand bound for the single-stage numerical experiments is as follows: For the experiment, we need to generate a demand series that does not violate the bound. We do this by generating normally-distributed demand and then fixing the demand one period at a time, to assure that the demand series is always within the demand bound. In any period any excess demand that needs to be "trimmed" to keep the series within the demand bound is carried over to the next period. In this way we assure that the mean demand remains at .
µ
The procedure is as follows:
• For t = 1 to N 
• These steps assure that the demand ( ) d t is within bound up to the break point at b.
• To assure that it satisfies the bound beyond the break point , we modify ( ) • ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
. This represents the amount of demand that is carried over to the next period (i.e, the leftover demand), because it could not fit under the bound. The optimal ordering policy is as follows:
That is, the optimal policy sets an order-up-to level of 5, if it observes a demand of 15; otherwise the order-up-to level is 15, same as for the base-stock policy. The average inventory is reduced to 4.44. Clearly the optimal policy exploits the fact that a demand of 15 will be followed be a lower demand, namely 5. Now suppose we have a capacity limit,
c =
The optimal policy is now:
The optimal policy now needs an order-up-to level of 10, if it observes a demand of 15; even though demand in period t+1 is only 5, the optimal policy needs to order more in period t due to the limit on what it can order in period t+1. In particular if ( ) 15, d t = the optimal policy will order at capacity for two periods so as to recover the inventory position to the desired level of 15, i.e., ( ) ( )
The average inventory for this policy is 6.11. The inventory does increase from 4.44 due to the capacity constraint; as noted above, whenever there is a high demand, the policy must re-build its inventory over the next two periods, incurring additional inventory holding.
The best MCBS policy will set the base-stock level again as ( )
But one can easily see that this is equivalent to the optimal policy given above. Thus, its average inventory is 6.11, which is less than that for the uncapacitated base-stock policy (6.67). The uncapacitated policy does not account for the information in the demand history, namely the fact that a high demand is followed by a low demand. The capacitated policy does better because it is limited in its response to a high demand. It still needs a base stock of 15 in this example. But when there is a high demand it can only replenish its capacity, namely 10 units. Fortunately, this is sufficient due to the negative correlation in demand, and the policy will re-build to its base stock after two periods, when it can again experience and serve a high demand.
As seen in Table 1 , this example demonstrates that the average inventory for the MCBS policy is non-monotonic in the capacity level. Thus, in some contexts, one might improve performance (i.e., reduce average inventory) by imposing a (virtual) capacity constraint. One could find the best choice of capacity by a simple search using simulation to evaluate the performance for different values of c.
Appendix 5: The average backlog
Here we consider estimating k BL .We recall that this quantity is necessary to compute the average inventory costs for a node with capacity constraints and censorship. However, k BL does not depend on the decision variables (the service times) and it is not needed in order to obtain or implement the optimal solution.
We note that the backlog described in (15) behaves like a Lindley process for modeling the wait times in a queue. Even though k BL operates in discrete time, we will approximate it with a continuous-time queuing model. In particular, we propose to model the backlog as the wait time for an M/D/1 queue with arrival rate λ , and deterministic processing time s. We set the parameters λ and s to correspond to average and standard deviation of demand per period, 
In order to investigateτ τ >  we note that: 
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Combining (39) and (44) 
Proof of Proposition 2:
We start by proving a)-c) by induction, noting that they are true by assumption for k = 1. The inductive step is trivial if there is no capacity constraint; we therefore consider the case when k does have a capacity constraint. We make the induction hypothesis, that a)-c) are true for some k, and that node k+1 has a capacity constraint. We can then use 
To facilitate the derivations to follow, we use operator notation (see e.g. Griffel, 1985) to describe how we determine the base stock from the capacity constraint and the demand bound.
We use the symbol k ψ to denote the continuous and node-specific version of (17) At stage k, the total inventory that is on hand is ( ) k I t . We approximate this, using the expectation of (7), by the average of this quantity, k
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ψ µ
We justify this approximation by noting that the backlog term k BL is typically very small and does not depend upon the decision variables, namely the service times; hence, its inclusion in the objective function has no impact on the optimal solution and is just a constant. We also do not include inventory in process at stage k, because the average pipeline inventory is proportional to the lead time k T and is not affected by the choice of service times. We assume that stage k accrues holding costs proportional to k k I BL + , with the proportionality constant k h .
We now formulate an optimization problem to find the service times that minimize the total inventory holding cost, subject to providing guaranteed service at all nodes, for any demand realization within the bounds.
m i n ( 
The decision variables are the service times, which are non-negative by the first constraint. The second constraint assures that the inbound service time for each node is greater than or equal to the maximum service time from its supply nodes. The third constraint fixes the service times for customer-facing nodes to the exogenous specifications. The fourth constraint provides a lower
